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Abstract 
This paper concerns a quantity which is equal to the norm of the smallest structured 
perturbation to a Hermitian matrix that makes the perturbed matrix singular. This 
quantity of course then gives an indication on how much such structured perturbation 
the Hermitian matrix can tolerate before becoming singular. For some structures, this 
quantity can be computed explicitly. For some more general structures, only the lower 
bound on this quantity is given. 0 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
For M E Cm”“, the Schmidt-Mirsky theorem says (among other things) that 
inf { 11A/1: A E Cnx”, det(Z + AA4) = 0) = IIMIIP’. (1) 
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Here and in the sequel, the matrix norm used is the spectral norm, i.e., the larg- 
est singular value. 
Formula (1) has found wide applications in engineering problems, see for ex- 
ample [1,2]. However, in many applications, the perturbation A is often re- 
stricted to a subset of Cxm. One interesting subset is [w”““. It is shown in [3] 
that 
inf { l]All: A E [w”““, det(Z + AM) = 0} 
ReM -y ImM -’ 
y-’ ImM II ReM 
In studying robust control of linear systems under structured perturbation, 
the following subset is of interest 
It is shown in [4] that 
1 -I inf { ]/A]]: A E xK, det(Z + AM) = 0} > i$~ID-‘MD]I , 
where 
and this inequality is actually an equality if K < 3. 
Recently, it was discovered in [5] that the solution to certain robust perfor- 
mance problem for linear systems requires computing the following quantity 
for a given Hermitian matrix 
S N 
M= 
[ 1 E a)‘“+“‘x (n+m) N* R 
det(/+ [i* JM) =o} (2) 
In [5], a formula for computing $(M) in the special case when S 3 0 and R 2 0 
was obtained. In this paper, we will extend the formula to the general case. 
We will also study the following generalized quantity. 
ICIK(M):= inf{llA]l: AEgK,det(I+ [i* :]M) =0} 
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A lower bound on e&4) will be obtained. This lower bound will be shown to 
be equal to $K(M) if K < 2. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 studies G(M). An explicit for- 
mula for I,+(M) is obtained. Section 3 considers the general case. A lower bound 
on $&4) is obtained. This lower bound, when specialized to the case when 
K = 1, gives the formula obtained in Section 2 and hence is equal to 1C/K(M). 
Section 4 shows that the lower bound obtained in Section 3 is also equal to 
$&4) when K = 2. 
In the following, we define some notation used in this paper. For X E Cm”“, 
the singular values of X are denoted by o&Y), assuming nonincreasing order. 
The largest singular value of X is also denoted by 8(X). We always set 
&Y/l = a(X). If X is Hermitian, then the eigenvalues of X are denoted by 
2, (X), also assuming nonincreasing order, and the inertia of X is denoted by 
{n+(J$ no(X), n-(X))9 re P resenting the number of positive, zero, and negative 
eigenvalues of X, respectively. 
2. Formula for computing +(M) 
Note that for all y > 0, 
det{i+ [i* t]~} 
= det{1+ [T l,t’fi]-‘[i* t]~[e I;&]} 
= det(,+ [i* t] [$ Rn;?]}. 






[ 1 0 -1 ’ 
then $(M) = cc but the right hand side of (5) is 1. This shows that the inequal- 
ity (5) can be very loose. 
Note that the inertia of 
is invariant of y, and is equal to the inertia of M. 
Define: 
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r+ := 
i 
{in! 4 [c Ry7]}m’ if x+(M) > 0, 
cc if n+(M) = 0. 
Theorem 1. I/I(M) = min{r+,r-}. 
Several lemmas are needed for the proof of Theorem 1. 
Lemma 1 ([6], p. 149). Let F(y) E Cnxn be a Hermitian matrix function analytic 
on an open set r c R. Then there exist a unitary matrix function 
V(y) = [ti* (y) ._:. i&(y)] E cnxn and a diclgonal matrix 
A(y) = diag[%t(p), . . ,i(y)] E W’“, both analytic on r, such that 
function 
F(i)) = V(y)&) v*(J)). 
Furthermore, 
d&(y) _ 
- = Wdy dy 
dF(y) Vi(?). (6) 
Lemma 2. Let F(y) E Cnxn be a Hermitian matrix jimction analytic on an open 
set r c R. Let Al(~) 3 ,2,(y) 2 ... 3 A,(y) be its ordered eigenvalues. I” Ai(?/) 
has u local extremum at y,, E r, then F(y,) has an eigenvector v E @” 
corresponding to A;(yO) such that u*(dF(p,)/dy)v = 0. 
Proof. If the multiplicity of kj(ro) is one, then 3.,(y) is equal to some xj(y) given 
in Lemma 1 in an open neighborhood of y,,. Thus 1/O is also a stationary point 
of j,(y). Let Vj(r) be the analytic eigenvector corresponding to /?j(y). Then (6) 
gives: 
Wd - qd - ’ dy ‘,bd = ” 
If instead the multiplicity of A,(yO) is greater than one, then we can assume, 
without loss of generality, that in an open neighborhood of I),,, i,(y) = x,,(y) 
for y < ;‘O and Ai = i,?(y) for y 2 yO. Ifj, = j,, then “,(yO) must be a local ext- 
remum of Aji, (y), so we get the result by applying (6). Otherwise let &(y), 
k = jl) j,, be the analytic eigenvectors of F(y) corresponding to &(y). Then 
(6) gives: 
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d/:,1 (YO) 
---= 
of cyo) dF(YO) v, cyo) 
dy ” d?; ” ’ 
d;lJl(YO) - 





Put U, = at;,, + (1 - ‘x2)“*Vi2 for CY E [0, 11. Then uX(yO) is also a unit length 
eigenvector of F(y,) corresponding to iti,( Define 
.f(‘X) = 4(&J Tr.(r0). 
Since 7” is a local extremum of n,(y), we must have 
.f(‘)f(‘) = d/2,2 (Yo) < 0 dlj, (~0) 
By continuity, f(a) = 0 has a solution in [0, 11. This proves the lemma. 0 
Lemma 3 ([7], p. 203). Let M, A E C”‘” be Hermitian matrices. Denote the 
eigenvalues of M as q, 3 q2 > . . 2 qn and those of M + A as 
<, 3 t2 3 . .. 3 &,. Then 
lri - VII G II4 
jbri= 1?2,...n. 
Lemma 4. For A E Cnxm3 B E Cmx”, 
n - rank[l+ AB] = m - rank[Z + BA]. 
Proof. It can be verified that 
[:I -:][ligAB :] = [: I,“,,][:, -ZA]’ 
Hence 
rank[lfBAB i] = rank[i ,:‘,,I. 
This last equation implies that rank(1 + AB) + m = rank(Z + BA) + n, or 
equivalently m - rank[Z + BA] = n - rank[Z + AB]. 0 
Lemma 5. Let F(y) = A(y) + y-‘B E Cxn where A(y) is a Hermitian matrix 
function analytic on an open interval r around 0 and B is a constant Hermitian 
matrix with rank B = r < n. Assume that B has a spectral decomposition 
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where /iI E W”’ is diagonal and [ V, 6 ] is unitary. Then as y approaches 0, 
n+(B) eigenvalues ofF(y) go to 03, K(B) eigenvalues of F(y) to --co, and the 
rest to the eigenvalues of V;A(O)h. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume that an analytic spectral decompo- 
sition of yF(y) is 
such that A,(O) = A I and 22(O) = 0. Then 
Clearly as y goes to 0, r eigenvalues of F(y) go to the diagonal elements of 
lim+ yy’>r(y), n+(B) and n_(B) of which are equal to cc and -co, respective- 
ly, and the other eigenvalues of F(y) go to those of lim,,o y-l>~(y). Observe 
that: 
+&i&y) = v;*(y)F(y)“(y) = V;‘(y)A(y)V;(y) + y-‘c(y)BV;(y), 
Hence 
B = v,(O);1,(0)?(0). 
y-‘V;*(y)BV;(y) = y~‘~(y)fi(O);I,(O)v;*(O)v;(?;). 
Since v;*(O)&(y) is analytic and vanishes at y = 0, it follows that 
f’-:: y-‘c(y)BV;(y) = 0. 
This shows 
!Ly y’&(y) = c(O)A(O)V;(O). 
Since 6 and G(O) are isometries with the same image, the result follows. 0 
Proof of Theorem 1. 
Denote 
F(Y) = 
First we show that $(M) > min{r+,r_}. To simplify notation, we abbreviate 
{I+, no(M), n-(M)) t o { n+, rco, K}. By Lemma 1 and the fact that the in- 
ertia of F(y) is a constant, there exist V(y) E C=(m+n)x(n++n-) and 
E(Y) E @ 
(x++n~)x(x++n_) both analytic on (O,oo), such that 
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F(Y) = %)%)V*(Y), h w ere V*(y)V(y) = Z,E(y) is Hermitian and the eigen- 
values of E(y) are equal to the nonzero eigenvalues of F(y). Hence 
rank{Z+ [i* g]M} =rank{Z+ [i* t]~(y)) 
= rank{ Z + [i* t] vir)~)v*(y)} 
=m+n-x+-z 
+ rank Z+V*(y) { 
The last equality follows from Lemma 4. Denote 
H(y,A) = E-‘(y) + V*(y) ;* ; 
[ 1 
V(Y), (7) 
then rank H(y, A) is independent of ?; and 
det{Z+ [i* JMj =O 
if and only if det H(y, A) = 0 for all y E (0, co). 
Since E(y) is analytic and nonsingular, and V(y) is analytic, it follows that 
for a fixed A, the eigenvalues of H(y, A) are continuous in ?; on (0, co). Since 
rank [H(y, A)] is independent of y, we conclude that for a fixed A, the inertia 
of H(y, A) is independent of y. Consequently, this inertia can be denoted by 
{r$ @, 7.r”). 
Assume now that z+ > 0 and z- > 0. Then the eigenvalues of 
H(y, 0) = E-‘(y) are 
I”,-[F(Y)] 3 ‘.’ 3 j+(y)] > 0 > n,:,[F(y)] 3 ” > i”;J+,,+,[F(Y)]. 
If ]]A]] < Y+ = sup+, n[‘[F(y)], then there exists a y0 such that 
]]A]] < i,;r[F(y,)]. Since 
IIv*(Yd ;* ; [ 1 Vbo)ll G IIAII~ 
it follows from Lemma 3 that rr”, > rc+. Similarly, if ]]A]] < r_, then ~8 > n-. 
Obviously these reasonings also hold if 7c+ = 0 or z- = 0. 
Hence, if ]]A]] < min{r+,r_}, then rank[ZZ(y,A)] = rc”, + rc” 3 rc+ + z-. 
This forces rank[Z-Z(y,A)] = rc, + 7t_, i.e., det [H(y,A)] # 0. This shows that 
$(M) 2 min{u+,r_}. 
Notice that the converse inequality $(M) < min{r+, Y-} follows from the 
following claim: 
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Claim 1. (a) rf &[F(y)] h as a local extremum A0 at y. E (0,oo). then 
$(M) < l&-‘. (b) If lirn,,o &[F(g)] = /ZO or lim,.,, n,[F(y)] = & for SOME 
//lo] < CC, then $(M) < IiJ’. 
It remains to prove this claim. If & = 0, we certainly have $(M) < Ii&‘. So 
we assume I&l > 0. 
First we show (a). Since iv0 is a local extremum of &[F(y)] at yfl E (0, CXZ), it 
follows from Lemma 2 that there exists 
x 
v= [I Y ’ 
where x E C” and y E Cm such that F(~,)u = &u, i.e.. 
“u’olsx + ivy = i”@X, 




t’* ___ Ll = x*sx - I?,*Ry x 0. dF(Yo) 
d; $ 
Multiplying (8) and (9) from the left by x* and y*, respectively, subtracting the 
resulting equations, and noting that x*Ny must be real, we get 
&(x*x - y*y) = yOx*Sx - i y*Ry = 0. 
which implies x*x = y*y. Let A = -~~‘xy”/x*x. Then it is easy to verify that 
]]Al] = /%0]-‘, and 
{I- [J* :] [;f $)!,,]}[;] =O, 
which means that 
det{l+ [1 :]~4} =o. 
By definition, we have $(M) < /3&‘. 
Next we show (b). It suffices to do this for the case when 
lim,,,” i.,[F(y)] = Ao. The proof for the other case can be obtained similarly 
by permuting the four blocks in F(y) and exchanging A and A*. 
First, suppose that R is nonsingular. By applying Lemma 5 with 
0 0 
and B = [ 1 0 R’ 
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we see that as 7 + 0, m eigenvalues of F(y) go to ix and the others to zero. 
Hence & can only be zero. This leads to the trivial case. Therefore, we can as- 
sume that R is singular and R has spectral decomposition. 
where /1 is nonsingular. By Lemma 5, i. is equal to an eigenvalue of 
or equivalently, ib0 is equal to a singular value of NUz. Therefore. there exist 
unit vectors x and y such that NUzx = ioy. Let A = -(;., ’ LT: _I”)“. Then 
11A1/ = /3,0/-’ and 
{I+ [L: I [i* II}[LlYl =01 
which implies G(M) < li&‘. 0 
The computation of $(M) involves two univariate minimizations. The fol- 
lowing proposition says that any local minimization algorithm can be applied 
to find G(M) accurately. 
Proposition 1. (a) If’r+ <r-, then 21 [F(y)] ” 1.5 unimodul uncl an?, locul infimwn qf 
-L,,,_,,[F(y)] must he equal or smaller than (r+)-‘. ih) If’ r.. <I’+, then 
-&_,,[F(y)] is unimodal and uny local minimum of 21 [F(y)] mllst hr t~pal OI 
smaller thun (r-)-’ 
Here, by unimodality, we mean that a function has only one local infimum. 
Proof. Again write 
F(y) = 
Assume r+ < Y-, then I/I(M) = r+. Recall that Y+ = { inf, >” i.l [F(y)]}-‘. Suppose 
that 2, [F(y)] is not a unimodal function, then between any two local minima, 
in F’(Y)I must have 
in [F(Y, )I > 05’. 
a local maximum, say at ;‘, E (O,CG), with 
F rom the claim in the proof of Theorem 1, we have 
ti(M) < i”;‘[F(Y,)] < Y+ = $(M), which is a contradiction. For the same rea- 
son, any local infimum of -I+,I+,l[F(y)] must be equal to or smaller than 
(Y, )-I. This proves (a). 
Statement (b) follows from the same argument. 0 
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In general 
21 and - 3.,+, YS N 
[ 1 N’ R/y ’ 
are not both unimodal. For example, 
21 
?/ 3 
[ 1 3 l/Y 
is unimodal whereas 
-& Y 
3 
[ 1 3 l/Y 
is not. Proposition 1 says that although local minimization algorithms cannot 
guarantee to find both Y+ and T_, they can find $(M) accurately. 
3. Lower bound for tiK(M) 
For a given matrix 
M= s N 
[ I N* R 
and a subspace .ZZK of C”““: 
XK : = {A E C”‘,: A 
= block diag[Ai,. . . ,AK], A, E C”““‘}. (10) 
This section concerns 
tiK(A4) := inf ]/A]]: AtlK,det{l+ [i* ;]lM)-}. 
For 7 E rW= := {[y, , y2, . . . , y,]‘: y, > 0}, define scaling matrix 
D(y) = diag[&,Z, . . . ! fiwdTlY”Jlfil. 
It is easy to verify that for A E ZK, 
(11) 
Thus, 
det{1+ [i* :]A4} =0 
if and only if 
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det(,+ [ ;* ;]D(J+~D(Y)} = 0. 
Note that for all y E [w:, D(y)MD(y) have the same inertia. Similarly from 
Section 2, define: 
{inf,,,,rltil [D(y)MD(y)]}- if n+(M) > 0. 
r, := 
Cc if n+(M) = 0. 
r_ := W,.,w: {-L+mP 
i 
(y)MD(y)]}}-’ if n_(M) > 0. 
CC if n_(M) = 0. 
Theorem 2. GK(A4) 3 min{r+,r_}. 
Proof. Again abbreviate {n+(M). no(M), X(M)} to {rr+, 7~0, x}. Since 
rank(M) = rr+ + x_, it follows that M can be decomposed as M = UAU* 
where n E R(K+f’~)X(K++“~) is diagonal and nonsingular, U E C(m+n)x(‘-+n ), 
and U*U =I. 
Let X(y) = D(y)U. Then X(y) has full column rank. By carrying out the 
Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization on the columns of X(y), we get 
X(Y) = I’(y)Q) h w ere v’(y)V(y) = I and R(y) is nonsingular. It is easy to see 
from the orthonormalization process that the maps from X to V and to R are 
analytic when X has full column rank. Hence, V(y) and R(y) are analytic in 7. 
Let E(y) = R(y)AR*(y), then E(y) is Hermitian, nonsingular and analytic. 
Furthermore 
D(y)MD(g) = D(~~)u/iu*D(y) = V(y)E(y)V*(g). 
Since V*(y) V(y) = I, the eigenvalues of E(y) are the same as the nonzero eigen- 
values of D(y)MD(y). The rest is completely analogous to the proof of 
$(M) >, min{r+, K} in Theorem 1, by replacing the scalar 1’ with the vector 
y, F(;J) with D(r)MD(y), and $(M) with $K(M). 0 
Under some conditions, the inequality in Theorem 2 can be proved to be an 
equality. For example, suppose that Y+ < Y- and inf;.,,h; /1, [D(y)MD(y)] is at- 
tained at y0 E Rt. If j-i [D(~~)MD(~,,)] is a simple eigenvalue, then 
$K(M) = y+. A more general result is as follows. 
Theorem 3. Suppose Ai[D(y)MD(y)] has a locul extremum EL0 at y. E rW=, und & is 
a simple eigenvdue of‘D(yo)MD(yo), then $K(M) 6 l&-]. 
Proof. If & = 0, the assertion is obvious. Hence we assume that & # 0 in the 
following proof. Since /zo is a simple eigenvalue and is a local extremum, it 
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follows that &[D(y)MD(y)] must be analytic at y. with 
a~;[D(~&4D(+)$J]/d”r = 0. 
Let c be the eigenvector of D(yO)MD(y,) corresponding to &, then 
D(~,)IWI(~~)U = &U and 
j= 1,2,....K. 
Partition z’ according to the structure of D(y), 
~=[vT,v: ,...! v~,v;+ ,,.... uTK] .Nottcethat 
= $diag[O.. .I.. .O, 0). . , -I.. . , O]D(y,) 
?/ 
= &D(;l,,)diag[O,. . . :I,. ,O,O,. . . ,-1.. . . .O], 
‘Ol 
where yoj denotes the jth element of yO, we get, 
31*i[D(YO)MD(YO)1 ‘0 
dli, 
= ;h, ($v, - v~+~v,+~) = 0, j = 1,2,. ! K, (1.4 
which implies vl;ri = vJ,,c,,, for j = 1,2, . . . K. 
Let A = diag[A, , AK] where 
‘m’Vj’:;+K/l~Vjl12 if llVjl/ # 0) 
if ]]v,]] = 0, 
then ]]A]] = ]i,o]m’ and 
i 
I+ 
[ I ;* ; ~(i’“W(~O) }v=v+,[g* Jv= 




+  &A;v, 
V2K +  A&$K J 
This shows 
rank{Z+ [b t]M} < n+m. 
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Therefore, ijK(M) < 11301-‘. 0 
Corollary 1. Let A+ be a local injmum of 11 [D(y)MD(y)] at y+ and i_ be a local 
infimum of -A,+,[D(y)MD(y)] at y_. then $K(M) 3 min{(&)‘, (A_))‘}. 
Suppose IL+ 3 A_ and i+ is a simple eigenvalue of 21[D(y+)iVD(p+)], then 
IC/&4) = (I&‘. A similar result holds when I+ < R_. 
When A is a full block, II/(M) can be exactly computed by any one-dimen- 
sional local optimization method. When A is of block diagonal structure, a 
lower bound of tjK(M) can be obtained by minimizing &[D(y)MD(y)] and 
-L+n [D(Y)MD(Y)I. A n interesting question that follows is if the global infima 
of 21 [Db&fD(~)l and -k+n[D(~)W~)l are easily computable. The answer for 
the general case is not available yet, but under some conditions, min{r+, Y_} 
can be reliably computed. 
In some applications, the given Hermitian matrix S N 
M= 
[ 1 N* R 
satisfies S, R >, 0. In this case, r+ 6 r-, and 1, [D(y)MD(g)] is unimodal 




fil (Y) fi2(Y) 
D(y)MD(y) = q2 (y) Fz2(y) 1 
consistently with A4 and denote 
1 
and F2(y) = 
0 fiz(~) 
F;?(Y) 1 0 
Then D(g)MD(y) = FI (y) + F2(y) and 
&[fi(1/)1 = -hn+n[F2(~)1 = 142(7)11. 
Since F, (;)) 3 0, it follows from [8] Theorem 1.3.14 that for i = 1,2,. . . , m + n 
&[D(y)MD(y)] 3 @2(~)1. 
Therefore, 
A, [D(y)MD(y)] 2 21 [F~(Y)] = -L+,,[fi(r)l 3 - L+,,[D(y)MD(i’)l, 
which implies Y+ < r_. 0 
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From Proposition 2, we only need to 
Y+ = { inf,.,,: 2, [D(y)MD(y)]}-‘. A 
compute 
continuous multivariate function is said 
to be unimodal if the inverse image of (-00,~) is connected for all y E R. 
Proposition 3. Zf S, R 3 0, then 21 [D(y)MD(y)] is a unimodal function. 
Proof. The unimodality can be proved by showing that the following set 
Q(R) := (7 E @: i., [D(~)MD(~~)] < CX} 
is convex for all c( > 0. 
For the simplicity of notation! 
this case, D(y) can be written as 
we assume that each block of A is square. In 
@1/l = r;2 r:,,2 :[ 1 
where r = diag[y,l, ~~1,. , yKZ]. The following proof can be easily generalized 
to the case when the blocks are nonsquare. 
Notice that 3.i [D(y)MD(y)] 6 2 if and only if 
which in turn is equivalent to 
Suppose that ya,yh E Q(a), then: 
(13) 
Multiplying (13) with t and (14) with 1 - t, t E [0, 11, and adding the two re- 
sulting inequalities, we have 
tr,sr, + (1 - t)rhsrh [tr, + (1 - t)rb]N 
N*[tr, + (1 - t)rh] R 1 
[ 
tr, + (1 - t)r, 0 
<a 0 tr, + (1 - t)r, 1 
Let X = S’j2r,, Y = S1i2rh. Then from 
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[tX+(l -t)Y]‘[tx+(l -t)Y] - [tu*X+(l -t)Y*Y] 
= -t(l - t)(X - Y)*(X - Y) GO, 
we get 
301 
[tr, + (1 - t)r,]s[tr, + (1 - t)Z,] < tr,sr, + (1 - t)rhSrb, 
which implies that ty, + (1 - t)yb E Q(a). Therefore, Q(a) is convex. It follows 
that At [D(y)MD(y)] is unimodal. 0 
4. The two block case 
In this section, we will show that the lower bound of $K(M) given by The- 
orem 3 is actually the exact value of ijK(M) when K = 2. 
For the sake of clarity, we replace fi and fi in D(y) with c( and ~3, respec- 
tively, and replace D(y) with D(cl, /I) = diag[&, PI, (l/cr)Z, (1 //?)Z]. Denote 
P(a, p) = @a, /?)MD(cc, /3). Then: 
i 
{$&AI [P(F LO])- if n+(M) > 0, 
r+= . 
cc if 7r+(M) = 0. 
r~ = [ {~~~{-n,+,[P(a.P)l}}-’ if 4W > 0, 
Im if n_(M) = 0. 
Theorem 4. When K = 2, tiK(M) = min{r+,r_}. Zf r+ <r_, then any local 
infimum of j-1 [P(a, p)] is its global infimum. Furthermore, let & be a local 
infmum of -k+n[P(cc, B)], h t en r+ < i.0’. A similar result holds when r+ > r-. 
This theorem says that, in the two block case, the maximum of a local infi- 
mum of A,[P(cc, /I)] and a local infimum of -A,+,[P(cc, /?)I also exactly gives 
II/,’ 6% Thus IL,(M) can be reliably computed by any reasonable nonlinear 
programming method. Before the proof of Theorem 4, we state a lemma which 
is a sort of extension of Lemma 5. 
Lemma 6. Let F(y) = A(y) + y-‘B + ym2C E cnxn where A(y) is a Hermitiun 
matrix function analytic on an open interval r around 0 and B, C are constant 
Hermitian matrices. Assume that C has a spectral decomposition, 
where A, E R’“’ . 1s nonsingular and also assume that VTBV, = 0. Then as 7 ap- 
proaches 0, z+(C) eigenvalues of F(y) go to 00, z_(C) eigenvalues of F(y) to 
-CQ, and the rest to the eigenvalues of V;[A(O) - BKA;‘TB]b. 
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Proof. Without loss of generality, assume that an analytic spectral decompo- 
sition of ;“F(;l) is 
such that i,(O) = A, and i>(O) = 0. Then 
F(;,) = [ R (7) “(7’) I 
[ 
y’;1, (5’) 0 
o 
ye2;12(j') 1 [ 601) Q91* 
Clearly as_? goes to 0, I’ eigenvalues of F(;l) go to the diagonal elements of 
lim,._o 7 m2/i,(y), x_(C) and K(C) of which are x8 and -cc, respectively, 
and the other eigenvalues of F(y) go to those of lim,.,” ~-~;12(y). Note that 
= q(j$4(y)V;(y) + y-‘iy(jQoqy) + pq(y)C&(y). 
Since ?J(O)By?(O) = 0, it follows that 
lim j 
;-Cl 
~'~(jplq;') = g ~(O)B&(O) 
i 
= kI,(O)BigO) + ‘/1(O)B~~(O). 
Also since C = 6 (O)i, (O)v,*(O) and e*(O)&(O) = 0, it follows that 
= ;g [iqO)CFgOj + rq(O)&(O)] 
= ; ,&C&(0) + 2t;(O)Ct?(O) + $+(O)CP:(O)] 
= uJ(o)ct2(o). 
The last equality follows from C&(O) = 0. Hence 
hnn I-% = q(O)A(O)V;(O) + J?(O)B@O) + C(O)Bk(O) 
+ $(O)Cii,(O). 
Observe that 
+F(y)V;(?/) = &(jJ)iz(y). 
Differentiating both sides, we obtain 
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[2yA(y)+ y'k(y)+B]V;(~) + [y*A(y) +yB+ C]kb) 
= iqY);i*(j') + &(I)&. 
Evaluating at ;J = 0, we obtain 
B&(O)+ C?,(0) = &(0)i2(0). 
Notice that 
303 
&(O) = lim y-‘A?*(y) = lirr v;*(y)[?;A(?;) + B + y-‘C]y7(lj) 
;‘-(I 
= '-(O)BV;(O)+hr y-‘c(y)C@y) = 0 
We then have 
B&(O)+ C&(O) = 0. 
From C = 6(O)A,(O)v,‘(O), we get 
B&(O)+ fi(O);2,(O)v,'(O)~~(O) = 0. 
This leads to 
q(0)t2(O) = -ii;'(O)v,*(O)Bv;(O) 
Therefore, 
t’-:: ~-~;1~(:4 = HA& + c(O)Bil(O) 
= V;(O)A(O)V;(O)+ c(O)B[e(O)V,*(O)+ v;(O)c(O)]t2(0) 
= V;*(O)A(O)V;(O)+ ~(O)B~(O)~'(O)k(O) 
= c(O)[A(O) -Bfi(O);l,'(O)V,'(O)B]V;(O). 
Note that 6 (O)l, (0) v,* (0) = &A, y and G(O), 6 are isometries with the same 
image. The result follows. 0 
Proof of Theorem 4. It suffices to prove that if n+(M) > 0 and 41 is a local 
infimum of L, [P(a, fl)], then $K(M) < A.;‘; and if n_(M) > 0 and LO is a local 
infimum of -Am+n [P(@, fl)], then tjK(M) 6 20’. By symmetry, we only need to 
prove the first statement. Typically, we have the following four cases: 
Case 1: The local infimum A0 is attained at x0, PO E (0, ok). 
Case 2: io = lim,,, 4 [P(& @)I, ko E (0, cc). 
Case 3: lb0 = lim,,, 21 RF BO)l? PO E (03 a). 
Case 4: 3-0 = limg,zj~_x /2i [P(cq fi)]. 
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Other cases such as SI, /I, and (or) (a//I) -+ 0 can be converted to one of the 
above cases by exchanging CI with l/cc, fi with l/p, c( with 8, or o! with l/p, etc. 
and permuting 
a2S, ds2 N p2 
P(a,B) = 
c&S; B2S3 2 @Nj N4 
N* pN* 
I 13 $6 @ 
$N; N; $4 @3 
accordingly. Noticing the symmetry of the structure of P(cc, 8) with respect to 
CI, /I, l/a and l/B. For example, suppose A0 = limb,, & [P(a,,, B)]. This case can 
be converted to case 3 by exchanging CI with l/b, l/a with p, A2 with A;, A; 
with A,, and permuting P(cc, b) accordingly. 
We can assume the above cases since from the following discussion, we see 
that the limits exist if they do not go to infinity. 
The following proof is long and dry. The main idea is to construct a 
A= AI 0 
[ 1 0 A2 
by using the eigenvector of P(a, /?) and to show that ]]A]] = n;’ and 
det{l+ [I* t]~} =O 
by exploiting the special properties of the local infima. This leads to 
$K(M) 6 A;‘. 
Case 1 occurs generally as we shall see later from the conditions under which 
cases 24 occur. The proof for case 1 is relatively simple. Most part of the proof 
is dedicated to cases 24. 
Case 1: The local infimum & is attained at rzo, PO E (0, cc). 
Let the multiplicity of 10 be Y and let the corresponding eigenspace be 
spanned by the columns of V E @(m+n)xr with V’V = I. Then in a neighborhood 
of Ed, PO, I,, [P(cr, /I)] can be written as 
34 [P(M, #q] = io + &ax (a - c(o) V 
[ 
8P(;; &) V + (fi-Bo)V’ @(a07 PO) ag V 
I 
+ O[(a - mo)2 + (B - PO) 1 2 l/2 . 
Denote 
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then by the corollary of [4], p. 246, v is convex. By Theorem 2 and Lemma 4 of 
[4], pp. 245-246, ;10 is a local infimum of 1, [P(cc, /?)I if and only if 0 E v. Which 
means that there exists a unit vector u = Vy E UZrnfn such that 
u*(%(Q, &,)/dcc)u = u*(dP(c(~, &)/afi)u = 0. Partition u in accordance with 
the structure of D(cc, fi) as 
UI 
V2 
v= 11. V3 V4 
Then P(cQ, &)u = &v and 
ll* @YKo, PO) 220 
dci 
0 = ;(v;q - u;uj) = 0. 
c* afYao> PO) 210 
s u = - (u$* - v34) = 0 PO - 
(cf. (12), notice the slight difference). We get u;vt = u;v3! 2131~ = u;u4. 
Let 
A= AI 0 




-;i~‘uju~+2/llvjl12 if ll”jll # 03 
0 if llVjl[ = 0. 
Then 11 AlI = 2,’ and 
{z+ [i* @Yo~Po)}U=O. 
Therefore, $K (M) < 2;‘. 
Case 2: lo = lim,,, A, [P(qkoU)], ko E (0, CQ). 
Notice that 
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S(k)= [; ;]S[; ;]: 
N(k)= [:, p[:i J. 
R(k)= [: JR[:l “il. 
It follows from Lemma 5 with 7 = c(-? that, for a given k, lim,,, A, [P(cc, kcc)] 
exists if and only if S(k) < 0, or equivalently if and only if S < 0. It follows that 
if lim,,, 2, [P(sr, kx)] exists for one k, then the limit exists for all k E (0, cc). 
Let A(k) = lim,,, i., [P(a, kx)]. Then it is easy to see that i(k) has a local in- 
fimum & at ko. By Lemma 5, I,(k) = liN*(k)U(k)ll where the columns of U(k) 




[ 1 u2 
be an isometry onto the kernel of S. Then 
U(k) = 
hence 
4k) = llN*(k)uP)Il = 
Denote 
F(k) = N*(k)U(k)[N*(k)U(k)]* 
Then A?(k) = 2, [F(k)]. 
It is clear that J_‘(k) has a local infimum j$ at ko. The following is to con- 
struct a desired 
A= 
AI 0 
[ 1 0 A2 
satisfying llAl/ = ii’ and 
det{I+ [i* t]rM) =O 
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by applying this property. 




[ 1 z2 
such that F(kO)z = 12(k o ) z and z*(dF(&,)/dk)z = 0, which implies, 
Let 
[;;I = 4? [JL2] (W +$WZ)-‘Iu; ‘-II”[: i1] 
Then the previous equality is equivalent to 
--$z;;$ ;I [I;] +3;X2-3z;z;l[~ ;I [I;] 
2Y 




[ 1 zz 
and F(ko)z = jiz. Thus Z~ZZ = x;x,. It is easy to verify that 
x;x, + x;xz = Z;ZI + z;z2. Therefore z;z, = xix,. 
Let 
A= AI 0 
[ 1 0 A2 ’ 




-2,‘xiz:/(zTzi) if z, # 0, 
0 if z, = 0. 
Then 11A11 = 20’. The following is to show that 
det{I+ [:* t]kf} =O. 
Since 




= ,@‘(ko)z = A0 ” 
[ I . z2 (16) 
Denote 
Aa = 
then from (15) and (16), 
XI 0
0 = !I Ii ;+A, =O. 2021 0 3.022 
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Hence det (I + A&f) = det [I + AaP( 1, ko)] = 0. Which implies II/,(M) 6 10’. 
Case 3: 20 = lim,,, 11 P(4 PO)l> &I E 64 m). 
Let 
J=[; i ; ;I, Ab=JTAJ=[f i j; ;j. 
Partition S, R, N according to the dimensions of A, and AZ, we get 
Denote 
Pz(a, p) = JTP(a, j?)J = 
then 
det (I + A&f) = det [Z + A,P(a, /I)] 
= det [Z + AbP2 (a, p)] 
and A,[P2(a,b)] = i,[P(cc,~)]. Since lim,,, l,[P2(a,/?,)] = AO < cq we must 
have S, < 0. For simplicity, suppose that 
0 
s, = SIl 
[ I 0 0’ 
S,, < 0 (if not so, a unitary similarity transformation can be applied without 
changing the value of $K(M) and li[P2(a, b)]), and N,, S2, N2 are partitioned ac- 
cordingly, such that P2(q p) takes the form, 
a2S, I 0 Nil cd521 ;N2, 
0 0 N12 ds22 ;N22 
P~(cc,~) = N;, N;2 $6 !N; $2 . 
NW;, W;;, ;N3 P’S3 N4 
_ ;x, fN;; $R; N; $R3 
We conclude that S22 = 0, N22 = 0. If not so, the largest eigenvalue of the 4 x 4 
blocks at the lower-right corner of Pz(c(, B) will go to infinity as a ---f co for each 
8. This is a contradiction. So we have, 
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a2S,, 0 NI1 @S2, $N2, 
0 0 N,2 0 0 
P~(~,B) = N;, N;2 $5 :N; $2 . 
'm;, 0 $I$ B'S3 N4 
;N;, 0 $; Ni kR3 
(17) 
It follows from Lemma 6 with ;’ = 6’ that, as cx -+ cc, the finite eigenvalues of 
&(c(, p) approach the eigenvalues of 
0 NIZ 0 0 
Q(B) := T 
0 0 0 
0 /?(S, - .s;,S,‘S,,) N4 - S;,S,'N2, 
0 0 N; -A’;&,‘&, +(R, -N;,S,‘N>,) 
Denote 
QI(BI = 
@(S3 - S;“,S+%l) N4 - S;,S;'h 
N; - N;,S+$, + (R? - N;,S;‘N>, 1  
and y10 = inf,j,O i,, [Q,(p)]. S’ mce ib0 is a local infimum of ;1, [P~(M. fi)], it must be 
a local infimum of i, [Q(j)]. There are two possibilities, 
1. 3to = ]lN,r]] 3 ylo, 
2. lo = ~0 > IlNd, and q. is an infimum of 2, [Q, (/?)I at /Jo. 
In the following, we show tiK(A4) < 2,’ in either case. 
1. 2,) = ]]N,2]1 > q,,. Then there exist vectors X,_Y of unit length such that 
N;,x = ioy. Let 
A= 
AI 0 
[ 1 0 A2 
where 
0 
A, = - 
[ 1 qxy* 
and A2 = 0, it is easy to verify that ]/A]] = 2;‘and 
I Z+ 
0 
0 A, 0 0 
NII S2l N21 0 
0 NE 0 0 X 
0 =o. 
0 0 0 & 
N;, NT2 R, N; R2 
o 
N3 S3 N4 
_):: 
0 
0 R; N; R3 0 
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Hence det (I + A,M) = det (I + AhJTMJ) = 0, which shows that I/I~(M) < ng’. 
2. & = ‘10 > JIN,zll, and q0 is an infimum of II [Q, (fi)] at &. Since & is a local 
infimum of i., [Q, (fl)] at &,, it follows from Lemma 2 that there exists a vector 
x II J 
of unit length such that: 
(similar to (12)). Hence x-x = y*y. 
For simplicity, assume that i,o is a simple eigenvalue of Ql(&,). Then for c( 
large enough, i,, [&(cc, PO)] . IS a simple eigenvalue of P?(cI, /IO), with a corre- 
sponding analytic eigenvector of unit length. Denote this eigenvector by 
partitioned in accordance with Pz(x,fl) in (17). In the following, the limit of 
xi(x) as x + x will be used to construct a desired A. 
Since AI, = lim,,, i, [P~(x, &)] is a local infimum of i, [&(a. &)], so there ex- 
ists a positive number c(~ such that when r > al, di.1 [P&Y, &)]/dz < 0, which 
implies 
+x;(%)x2(cx) -x;(M)%(@)] 6 0. (18) 
From P?(x, /$,)x(~) = A, [P?(x, /J)]x(~x) and lim,_, i.1 [P~(Y, &,)I = j-0, one can 
obtain 
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lim x5(x) = Y. 
1-x 
From (18), we have 
x;x, + x;xz < XT&. 
Let 
(19) 
A2 = -&‘xY*/(~*y), then from (19) and x*x = y’y, we get (]A, ]] < ]]A211 = 20’. 
Furthermore, it can be verified that 
21 Xl 0 - 
_ 
[Z+AhP~(l~P,,)] “02 = : + 
0 
20x3 = 0. 
X X &Jx 
_Y_ _Y_ AOY _ 
Hence tjK (M) < 2,‘. 
Case 4: 20 = limg,rj,j+x 21 [P(cc, B)]. 
Since g//I + cq P2(x, b) takes the same form as in (17). And as c( + o=, the 
finite eigenvalues approach 
treated as in case 3. 
A0 = ylo = limp-, AI [QI (PI]. 
the eigenvalues of Q(b). If y,, < ]]Ni2]], it can be 
Hence we assume that q. > ]]Ni2/( and 
By Lemma 5, 
s3 - g&$2, < 0, & = ]](Ni -Nz*,S;‘&i)U]I, 
where the columns of U form an orthonormal basis of the kernel of 
& - S;,S;‘&i. For simplicity, assume that limli,z,p_r 2,[P2(,, b)] < Lo. Then 
for /I> U/P large enough, ii [P2(a, /I)] is a simple eigenvalue of P~(cc,p), with a 
corresponding analytic eigenvector of unit length [8], p. 117. Denote this eigen- 
vector by 
XI (a, /3) 
x2 (a, 8) 
x(a,B) = X3(E,B) . 
X4(? PI 
_XdG)_ 
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Then as in case 3, there exists j,, 61 such that when fl > PI, U/P > 61, 
69, [&(a, /3)]/6’a < 0, and dir [&(a, ~)]/&I < 0, which implies: 
x;(& P)Xl (a, B) + x;(4 B)X2(F P) - x;(F B)X3(F B) 6 0, (20) 
Xi(% B)x4(a, B) - x;(F B)xs(% B) 6 0. (21) 
From &(c(, b)x(a, fl) = 2, [P2(a, p)]x(z, p), one can obtain: 
where x. y satisfy X*X + y*y = 1 and 
(Si - q,q$,, )x = 0, (N, - N;,s,‘sz,)x = &y. 
Hence x = Uv for some v. Since A0 = ]](I$ - N;,S;‘S2r)U]], and U*U = I, we 
must have ]]x]] 3 ]]y]]. By noticing (21), we get x*x = y*y. 
From (20) we have 
x:x, + x;x> < x;x3. (22) 
Let _ 
A, = 4, ” 
[ I x2 x;/(x;x~)> 
A2 = -j.,‘xy*/(y*y), then from (22) and x*x = y*y, we get ((A,)/ < ]]A2]] = ii’. 
Furthermore, it can be verified that 
31 
_ 








AI 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 A> 
0 A; 0 
- 0 -! 
!_ 0 iOX = 0. 0 
AOY _ 
Hence $K(M) < 1,‘. 0 
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